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Price: 790,000€  Ref: SS215ML

Villa

Calpe

3

3

192m² Build Size

855m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

Modern design villa under construction in Calpe, close to all the essentials to enjoy the

Calpe life, in a well located residential area with south-west orientation, with nice open

panoramic views, built on the highest plot of the urbanization, it enjoys privacy and

sensation of freedom, in the design many factors have been taken into account... among

them that it was a very practical house with spacious rooms and keeping well the

proportions between these... thus achieving an open kitchen with central island and

pantry/laundry room, facing the spacious living-dining room.A single storey layou...(Ask

for More Details!)
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Modern design villa under construction in Calpe, close to all the essentials to enjoy the Calpe life, in a well

located residential area with south-west orientation, with nice open panoramic views, built on the highest plot

of the urbanization, it enjoys privacy and sensation of freedom, in the design many factors have been taken

into account... among them that it was a very practical house with spacious rooms and keeping well the

proportions between these... thus achieving an open kitchen with central island and pantry/laundry room,

facing the spacious living-dining room.A single storey layout, and a semi-basement floor with machine room,

pool equipment and storage room.Outdoors you will find a lovely private pool and garden area with wooden

pergola, swimming pool shower, and outside BBQ integrated in the porch, pavements, access stairs, and

swimming pool terrace.It has 3 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms. The access to the entrance hall allows for a

cloakroom area and guest toilet. The master bedroom has an en-suite bathroom and dressing room (fitted

wardrobes).The bathrooms are bright.  The bright living/dining room gives access to an open plan kitchen

fully fitted with furniture columns and equipped with a central island with induction hob, sink, dishwasher and

plenty of storage.Access to basement with two spaces for motor equipment/pool pump and a room for

automatic irrigation equipment/water tank, etc...The exterior walls at the front of the plot are finished in dry

stone with a decorative wall and the access with cobblestones, creating a comfortable view of the outside of

the property.The plot is completely fenced off, giving it privacy. To guarantee maximum security, the house is

equipped with an alarm system connected to a 24-hour surveillance centre. A large automatic sliding door for

vehicle access and another for pedestrian access connected by video intercom guarantee total control of the

property.The large terrace at the level of the house, where the F-Infinity design swimming pool is located,

with longitudinal access steps, stands out... In short, a combination of spaces, shapes and elements highlight

the architecture of this house, with South-West orientation and fantastic open views with a lot of

privacy.Please contact us for further information on the great opportunity!
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